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Real, Virtual and Surreal
What Is—is Now. What was—is no more, What Next is Unclear

Hello Everyone,
 
May you stay safe, may you stay healthy, may you stay home!  These are words of
hope during sheltering-in-place in the San Francisco Bay Area which now enters its
third month, as slowly, very slowly, what has been closed is opening.  Where I live in
Mill Valley, everyone wears masks when out and about for essentials, and count
ourselves fortunate with nature around us. I do my private practice virtually, watch
the COVID 19 numbers go up and up, listen to Governor Andrew Cuomo’s daily
briefing from New York and wish that he could be the Democratic presidential
nominee. Being in the vulnerable age group, I watched rather than participated in the
ongoing night after night peaceful demonstrations which followed scenes of tear gas,
military and police interventions, and replays of George Floyd’s last 8 minutes and
46 seconds.
 
All of which is real, but from my perch on way my up to Mt. Tam. watching this on
TV, it also seems surreal. I have been doing many virtual events, mostly on Zoom—
with a lot of interviewer interest in Like a Tree: How Trees, Women, and Tree People
can Save the Planet. I did my first entire workshop virtually for the Sophia Institute in
Charleston, SC without leaving my home. With Zoom, its possible to have breakout
circles of three. I could do a guided meditation, and the ringing sound of my Tibetan
Bowl with its vibration aftermath was carried over the internet to be felt at the heart
chakra-- linking us into a huge virtual circle from East coast to West and places in-
between with those in Charleston. 
 
It felt like I was putting together quilt of various colored squares as I chose images
and short youtube videos to share with you.

George Floyd MOMMA Poster

https://sg-mktg.com/MTU5MjcwNzg1M3xMbkV5SzVCM2g1dGd6UGdHRnJJRFpWSDNPVDFGS0xWUFE2bFQyN01aUUttLVpMQlpQRXlHNlpXdnVuZTdtMW5GSmsxTWYxZUpMdVBZUU83cmFudVhfUUVwbjQ4b1o5Rkt1WmRIOF9fTllCVG1iRzVTRE9jNWhmT253NHMwblNHU0pBQ1NBQWJRbGswNUFDQ1NzNDNBLXhpekJ3M21RTThhX05GQUo1em9RZmM4WEd3WlZtcm4xOHE2eXR5WVRPNXN2ZUtFR0k2WS1rV2xNZ09WLVRWMkZuNGtrSFNwMzc5dng3NW84VF9qTUF1Q05nVXhINzB4azY5cUJYalZvNTBaNXc9PXzs1QDVpM1dFUeqCqyB7byZcws9CckePqA2aAkLv-137w==
https://shiftnetwork.infusionsoft.com/go/tta19JSBMD/JSBMD


and most recently by "playing Call and
Response” with me: she will send me
photo-images—wants me to say
something in response. This one zinged
into my heart and I wrote: "At the
moment George called Momma, he could
be any and every woman’s dying son.
Imagine the cry and feel it in  your heart.   I
did.”

There a videotape circulating that uses the
book jacket of The Millionth Circle and a
photograph of me, both without my
consent. It appears to be a pyramid scam
with an inviting video that uses many
significant symbols and images such as the
indigenous dream catcher at the
beginning, the millionth circle, the
hundredth monkey, goddess spirituality,
the four elements, and mandalas. Any
woman who joins a circle with a large
monetary gift as a requirement should be
wary. 
 

She added "Mother-bear outrage has been evoked...   
Women with an archetypal kinship with Artemis are called into action by outer events
and an inner response to do something about them.   This is what makes women—
those who have suffered as well those who have not— come to the aid of others. 
Mother-bear protection rises to defend those who are being abused ...  Many more are
rising to defend now

To be “taken in” by a circle of welcoming women and later find it was a scam can be
much more costly than a loss of money, it can wound trust in women and undermine
confidence in yourself; bitterness and cynicism can take over. It also can lead to
becoming more discerning about people and make possible owning the shadow that
got you into this.

'Being Black in 'Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood’

Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood was on PBS from 1968 - 2001. Gen X (born between



1965-1980)  and Millennials (b.1981-1996) grew up with Fred Rogers, and their
Baby Boomer and Silent Generation parents watched it with them. In 1968, after
Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated, Fred Rogers brought Francois Clemmons, a
black American to play Police Officer Clemmons as a regular on the show. In 1969,
without comment, Fred Rogers broke a color barrier when he invited Officer
Clemmons to join him and cool his feet in a small plastic wading pool. Among the
multi-ethnic. multi-generational peaceful demonstrations following George Floyd’s
murder, maybe Mr. Rogers and Officer Clemmons helped this coming together. After
all, Fred Rogers helped children with their fears. 

The Great Realisation
 

After the  Coronavirus Pandemic, after Sheltering in Place, after the Economic
Recession, after this liminal in-between time is over ... here in this short video is a
positive What Next. Imagination is a precursor to real change, here this young father
reads a bedtime classic about what happened in 2020 and we see the change.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObHNWh3F5fQ


A Powerful and Poetic Call to Ecological &
Feminist Activism

This masterful work by internationally
known author and speaker Jean Shinoda
Bolen provides an insightful look into the
fusion of ecological issues and global
gender politics.
 

Upcoming Virtual Events

 The Global Read from Charter for Compassion 
Like a Tree LIVE EVENT

How Trees, Women, and Tree People Can Save the Planet
By Jean Shinoda Bolen

June 17, 2020 at 7 am Pacific Time

Of trees and women. This book on the importance of trees grew out of Bolen’s
experience mourning the loss of a Monterey pine that was cut down in her
neighborhood. That, combined with her practice of walking among tall trees, led to her
deep connection with trees and an understanding of their many complexities. From
their anatomy and physiology, to trees as archetypal and sacred symbols, Bolen
expertly explores the dynamics of ecological activism spiritual activism and sacred
feminism. And, she invites us to join the movement to save trees.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nw5KQMXDiM4
https://charterforcompassion.org/global-read


Free Online Summit
Renewal & Resilience in Your Third Act:

Transform Fear and Claim Your Sovereignty in Uncertain Times
June 15-19, 2020

 
You will need to REGISTER (Free) Click Here to see the program which begins at 9 am
Pacific, 12 noon Eastern. The summit sessions are live-stream each day, and then will
be available on the Program Page for 48 hours after their initial broadcast at no
charge. The whole summit can also be purchased. 

 

Live Event (Click Here to Register)

https://us.commitchange.com/wa/bainbridge-island/charter-for-compassion/events/global-read-like-a-tree
https://shiftnetwork.infusionsoft.com/go/yta20JSBMD/JSBMD
https://shiftnetwork.infusionsoft.com/go/yta20JSBMD/JSBMD
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/crisis-as-danger-and-opportunity-with-jean-shinoda-bolen-the-inside-edge-tickets-104852065350


Solstice with a Solar Eclipse June 20
(this is an astronomy and astrology event in the heavens) 

The Solstice occurs on June 20th with a Solar Eclipse just nine hours later at 0°
Cancer, a critical degree of pure wonder, infinite possibilities, a new cycle about to
begin. The Solstice occurs when the sun ‘stands still’ between light and dark. It is the
balance point of all creation.
 
The Solstice is on the first day of Cancer, the sign of Universal Mother, feminine
nurturing, leading with the heart. As our hearts heal, the planet heals. The swell of
empathy and concern for others is increasing in the collective. The call for common
decency and safety for all is getting louder!
 
The Solstice aligns with the most powerful eclipse of 2020 when the moon darkens
the Sun. The major theme of the Solstice/Solar Eclipse duo is balancing personal
freedom and self-expression with self-responsibilities.  2020 is offering us a chance

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/crisis-as-danger-and-opportunity-with-jean-shinoda-bolen-the-inside-edge-tickets-104852065350


to rewrite our own destiny. The cosmic events of 2020 are shaking up the status
quo. We can no longer be complacent or fall back on outdated patterns, beliefs or
operating systems.
(description from an email announcement; MegBenedicte.com)

Feathered Pipe Ranch: Virtual talk with Q & A. July 8, 2020 
 

Between “What Was” and “What Next.” We are in a Liminal Time-(Liminal comes from
the Latin word for “Threshold”) and a Crisis (The Chinese pictograph for “crisis: is
made up of two characters: “”danger” and “opportunity.” This is where we are as
individuals and as humanity.  We don’t know what the outcome will be with the
coronavirus pandemic, sheltering in place, the economic crisis, Black Lives Matter, and
the upcoming November elections. Calling upon imagination, creativity, trust, and
action—might we take steps during this liminal time toward becoming who we were
meant to be? 
 

This two hour virtual event is part of a fund-raising series for the Feathered Pipe
Foundation in Helena, MT (details to follow: on https://featheredpipe.com/feathered-
pipe-online-workshops/
 

Please forward this email to your circle and friends. To sign up for Jean's Newsletter
and view past newsletter click:       https://www.jeanbolen.com/newsletter

https://megbenedicte.com/
https://featheredpipe.com/feathered-pipe-online-workshops/
https://www.jeanbolen.com/newsletter


 
With love, hope, perseverance,
trust, and gratitude, 

Jean's FB Page Click Here 

Jean Shinoda Bolen FB author page: Click Here
 

Instagram: jeanshinodabolen
 

http://www.jeanshinodabolen.com/
 

Click Here to signup for Jean's Newsletters
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